Einstein's theory predicts that, massive test particles with nonzero spin or angular momentum, in an external gravitation field, follow geodesics which depend upon the orientation of the spin-angular momen- Maxwell's equations in curved space follow from the equation of motion
itational field of a rotating body. If such an effect were to exist it would result in a polarisation dependent deflection of light passing in the vicinity of the sun [3] or a polarisation dependent time delay of pulsar signals [4] . We show here that contrary to earlier claims [2] , in Einstein's gravity there is no birefringence and photons follow null geodesics irrespective of polarisation. Thus if gravitational birefringence is ever observed experimentally it would be a signal of new physics beyond Einstein's gravity [5] .
Maxwell's equations in curved space follow from the equation of motion
and the Bianchi identity
ε µναβ F αβ is the dual of the electromagnetic field tensor F µν and the derivatives in (1) and (2) are covariant w.r.t. the background metric.
In a Cartesian frame the field tensor can be decomposed in terms of the electric and magnetic fields as F µν → (E.B) and √ −gF µν → (−D, H). The electromagnetic wave equation in curved space can be obtained by introducing the vector F ± = E±iH.
Two of the Maxwell's equations from (1) and (2) can be written as
where ε is a 3 × 3 matrix with components ε ij = (g ij /g oo ) √ −g and G is a three vector with components G i = −g oi /g oo , and we have assumed that the fields have a harmonic time dependence with frequency ω. The wave equation for F ± is obtained by taking the curl of (3) and (4) to give
From (5) it is clear that the wave equations for both the right circular polarisation F ± and the left circular polarisation F − modes are identical. This is not a result of the limitation of the geometrical optics limit as claimed in [2] but a consequence of the exact wave equation is curved space (5) . Since the derivatives in (5) are covariant w.r.t. the background metric, the direction of polarisation of F ± undergoes a Fermi-Walker transport in the course of the propagation of the wave along the null geodesic, which is interpreted as a gravitational Faraday rotation [6] . In [2] the author solves the first order Maxwell's equation (3) to show that the wavenumbers k ± of the modes F ± differ by a constant proportional to the rotational parameter of the metric.
This however means that the two circularly polarised modes propagate with different phase velocities but the same group velocity -therefore Einstein's gravity causes a Faraday rotation but no birefringence. If such birefringent effects like polarisation dependent bending of light by the Sun or time delay of pulsar signals are observed, they will signal new physics beyond Einstein's gravity [6] .
